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ABSTRACT 
We solve a problem of Filaseta by proving, that i fN is sufficiently large, A _c [N], [A] > N/9 and A + A 
does not contain any squarefree integer then all elements ofA are congruent to0 (rood 4) or 2 (rood 4). 
In order to show the main result we characterize the structure ofall dense sets, whose lements sum to 
no squarefree number. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Erd6s [1] and Freud posed the following problem: prove that for every A 
{1 . . . . .  4N} with IAI ~> n + 1 sum of some distinct elements of A is a squarefree 
number. Erd6s and Freiman [2] solved this problem, by showing that in fact there 
are O(log N) elements of A summing to a squarefree integer. Erd6s, Nathanson and 
Sfirk6zy [3] considered infinite analog to the problem. They proved that if the lower 
density of A _ N is bigger than 1/4 then there are at most 6 elements of A summing 
to a squarefree integer. Nathanson and Sfirk6zy [8] improved the result from [2], by 
showing that there is a squarefree number, which can be expressed as a sum of at 
most 21 elements of A. Finally, Filaseta [4] proved that 21 can be replaced by 2. 
Furthermore he established a structural result, namely, if A _c { 1 . . . . .  4N}, 
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N > N(e) and A + A does not contain any squarefree number, then A __c_ -A/'0,4 or 
A ___ N'2.4, where 
fifr, d = {n 6 N: n --= r (mod d)}. 
He asked whether the constant 1 - 8/Jr 2 ,-~ 0.1894 can be replaced by 1/9 (this 
would be best possible, because the set N'0,9 possesses required property). The main 
aim of the present paper is to answer the question of Filaseta. We prove a stronger 
result. 
Theorem 1. Let A c_ [N], N be large natural number and [A[ ~ N/IO. Suppose 
that the set A + A does not contain any squarefree integer. Then A is contained in 
one of the arithmetic progressions N'0,4, N'2,4, N'0,9, provided N is large enough. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we show Theorem 2, which seems to be of 
independent interest. It tells us that roughly the only dense sets containing no 
squarefree integers in their sumsets are simple natural examples. 
Theorem 2. Let A c__ [N] and suppose that the set A + A does not contain any 
squarefree integer. For every e > 0 there are Me e N, Ne 6 N such that if  N > Ne 
then there is a set A ~ c_ A with ]A \ A ~1 < ~N and for every a, a ~ e A p we have 
(a + a ~, Me) is not a squarefree integer, provided that N > Ne. 
In proof of Theorem 2 we make use of Fourier analysis method. Let/z be the 
M6bius function and for given n E N denote by 
(1) 
N 
g(ot) = gN(Ct) = Z Iz2(n)e(n°t)' 
n=l 
where e(net) = exp(2zrinot), the generating function of the set of positive squarefree 
numbers ~< N. In Section 2 we find all values of ot such that [g(ot)l is large 
(Lemma 1). We show that ot must be located close to some quotient a/d, where 
d is bounded from above in terms of [g(oe)l. An important ingredient of proof 
of Theorem 2 is Proposition 1, proved in Section 3. It can be formulated as 
follows. Let A1, A2, T __c ZN and let fA 1 (0~), fA2(~ ) and fT(Ot) be the generating 
functions of the sets. Suppose that T is such that I fT(r /N) -- ITI[ ~< elTI for every 
r e R = {r E ZN: Ifaz(r/N)] >/e[A2]}, where e > 0 is a small constant. Denote by 
X the number of solutions to s I + s/I - s (rood N), where s/, s" ~ Aa and s 6 A2 
and by X t the number of solutions to s ~ + s ~ + t -=- s (mod N), where t e T. Then 
Proposition 1states that 
IX ' -X lT I [  ~ elA2llZlg, 
in particular if X = 0, then X' is also very small. A natural candidate for the set T 
is the Bohr neighborhood 
B = {a E~N: [lar/NI] <.e for every r ~ R}, 
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however in applications it is convenient to pick a tong arithmetic progression i B. 
In our situation, Lemma 1 allows us to take as $3 an arithmetic progression of length 
>> N. In Section 4, using Lemmas 1, 2, Proposition 1and following the method of 
[5], we prove Theorem 2. Next section provides an example showing that Theorem 2
can be not improved. 
In the last section we prove Theorem 1. After application of Theorem 2 it 
is enough to consider modulo analog of the problem. The proof is based on 
combinatorial rguments combined with a use of a classical addition theorem of 
Kneser [6]. 
Let us also remark that the method of the present paper is very general and can 
be used for other sets satisfying some distribution conditions (similar to Lemmas 1 
and 2). 
2. PROPERTIES OF SQUAREFREE INTEGERS 
We prove here basic properties of squarefree integers. We indicate all values of 
oe such that g(a) is large and give a rather crude lower bound on the number of 
squarefree integers contained in an arithmetic progression. 
Lemma 1. Let a be a real number, assume that Ig(o0l > 3N 3/4 and define s = 
Ig(oOI/N. Then there exists an integer d, satisfying 0 <<. d <. 6/s and 
o~ a 2 
-- -~ ~ 8d2------ ~ 
for some integer a. 
Proof. By the inclusion-exclusion principle (1) can be written as 
(2) g(~) = Z (-1)k Z Z e(not) 
k)O Pi 1 <'"<Pi k nc[2N]: (Pil ...Pik)2ln 
[~/Nj [N/d2j 
= E I~(d) E e(jd2ot)' 
d=l j= l  
v'LN/d2J e(noO, then by (2), clearly we have where Pi is the ith prime. Put ta(ot) = ~n=l  
(3) 
L,/~J 
Ig(°t)l <~ E Itd(d2°t)l" 
d=l 
Therefore, using well-known estimate 
(4) Itd< )l ~< min(N/d2, (2[lfill)-l), 
where Ilxll = min(LxJ -x  + 1, x - kxJ), we see that the contribution o fd  ~> 6/s to 
the sum (3) is at most 
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N N 
(5) Itct<d2 )l 6/e -  1/2 ~ eN/5. 
d>/6/e d>/6/e 
Now we will deal with small d, d < 6/e. For every d let 3 d = l[32otll/d 2 and denote 
by ad integer such that 1 ~ act ~< d 2 and II~ - ad/d2[] = 8ct. Let do be the smallest 
number with 3 := 3ct 0 = minSd and put ao = aa0. Observe that i fa /d  ~ ao/do then 
1 
(6) d2d2 - -<~ a~o2o---ff-~2 3-'[-3d<'---23d. 
Furthermore, by the minimality of do the number (a0, do) is squarefree, hence 
act/d 2 = ao/d 2 if and only i fd is divisible by do. Finally the contribution ofd < 6/e, 
by (4) and (6), is not greater than 
(7) (23 a2) -1 E(23d2 -I + Y2(23ctd2)-i -< (341-1 + 4 
d <6/~ aolct ao'~ct do~d 
~< (3do2) -1 +6e -3 ~< (362) -1 -t-eN/5. 
Thus, by (3), (5) and (7) 
Ig<a)l ~< 2(Sdg) -1 + eN/2. 
In view of ]g(a)l = eN, it follows that 
2 
34 2 ' edeN 
which completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 2. Let r, M be positive integers uch that (r, M) is a squarefree number. 
Then the number of squarefree integers in the arithmetie progression {r + aM, r + 
(a + 1)M . . . . .  r + (a + H)M} is at least cH/loglogM, where c > 0 is an absolute 
constant, provided that H > H ( M). 
Proof. Put M' = M/(r, M), r' = r/(r, M) and let p denote a prime number. 
Observe the following: 
• If p [ M', then no element of the arithmetic progression is divisible by p2. 
• If p [ (r, M) and p { M' then there is exactly one residue class r" (mod p) such 
that r"M l + r I =--- 0 (rood p). 
• If p { M, then there is exactly one residue class r" (mod p2) such that r"M + 
r -- 0 (rood p2). 
Therefore, using standard argument and a well-known inequality ~o(M) > c'M/ 
log log M (c' > 0 is an absolute constant), our arithmetic progression contains at 
least 
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1H2 1 -  1 -  ~ >>-re 2 I-I 1-- 
p[(M, , p~m' pq p](M,r) 
>~ -~3 H ( 1 )  3 ~°(M) H 1 - -- rr2 M 
p]M 
squarefree numbers, provided H is large enough. [] 
3. SQUAREFREE NUMBERS IN A + A + P 
Proposition 1. Let A c_ [N] be a set without squarefree integers in its sumset 
A 27 A. Let e > 0 andsuppose that M is divisible by dZfor every 1 <. d <~ 18/e and 
g2 N Then the number of solutions to put P = {M, 2M . . . . .  HM}, where 1 <~ H <~ ~-y-g. 
the equation Xl 27 x~ 27 y = z, where Xl, x2 ~ A, y ~ P and z is a squarefree integer 
is at most 3e N I A [ H, provided that N > N ( e ). 
Proof. We regard all sets as subsets of •3N, then clearly any solution to Xl + X2 27 
y = Z in Z3N is a solution in Z. Put 
f (a) = ~ e(aa). 
acA 
Since there is no solution to the equation a + a I -- q, a, a: ~ A, q is a squarefree 
number it follows that 
(8) 
3N 
f2(t /3N)g( - t  /3N) = O, 
t= l  
where g = g3N is defined by (1). By Lemma 1 Ig(ot)[ < eN, except for ot satisfying 
a l  2 2 
(9) ot - d-2 1 < ~ ~< e--N 
for some integers a, d, such that d ~ 18/e. Let h(~) = )-~H_I e 27rikM~ be the 
exponential sum over the arithmetic progression P. We will show that 
3N 
f2(t /3N)h(t /3N)g( - t  /3N) 
t= l  
is very close to 
3N 
H ~ f2 ( t /3N)g( - t /3N)  = O. 
t= l  
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We have 
3N 3N 
(10) H Z f2(t/3N)g(-t/3N) - ~ f2(t/3N)h(t/3N)g(-t/3N) 
t= l  t= l  
3N 
= Z f2(t/3N)g(-t/3N)(h(t/3N) - H). 
t= l  
Denote by 9)l numbers t such that oe = t/3N fulfils (9) and by m = [3N] \ 9)i. Let 
S~ and Sm be subsums of (10) over 93I and m, respectively. By Lemma 1, 
(11) 
3N 
IS~l < eN H ~"~Jf (t /3N)l 2 = 3eN2 HIAI. 
t= l  
Now we will estimate S~.  I f t  • 9)I, then 0 := [t/3N - a/d2l < 2/(sN) for some 
d <~ 18/s with dZlM, hence 
H H H 
]h(c~) - H I = Ze(akM/d2  + OkM) - <~ ff-~[e(OkM) - 11 
k=l  k=l  
H 
<" Z 2JrOkM <~ ell, 
k=l  
so that, by (8) and (10) 
(12) 
3N 
Is9~1 ~ e n ~ If (t /3N)12lg(-t /3N) I ~ e n ~[  f (t /3N)12lg(-t /3N) I 
tEg)2 t= l  
<~ 6eN21AI H. 
The sum (1/3N) ~U 1 f2(t/3N)h(t/3N)g(-t/3N) expresses the number of solu- 
tions to Xl + x2 + y =- z (mod 3N), where Xl, x2 • A, y • P and z is a squarefree 
number, but Xl + x2 + y ~< 2.5N hence it is equal to the number of solutions to 
xl + x2 + y = z in Z. By (11) and (12) there are at most 
([Sm[ + [S~I)/3N <. 3eNJA[H. 
such solutions. [] 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We start with some preparations. Put ~ = F1/~3l and C = F32E-2c-215/4, where c 
is the constant, which appeared in Lemma 2. Let M1 be the smallest natural number 
such that for every n ~> M1, (logn) 1/s > Cloglogn and define 
(13) Mi = ((CM41Hi-1)!) 2 
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for i -- 2 . . . . .  ~, where Hi denotes the smallest integer such that the assertion of 
Lemma 2 holds with M = Mi. Assume also that N > 20Me 3max/Hi. Let Ar, i be the 
set of all elements of A congruent to r modulo Mi and let 3r, i = [Ar, i l[.N/MiJ -1. 
We set 
1 Mi 
~i : "-~ii Z ~r2,i 
r=l 
and observe that ~i+l ~ ~i- We call a residue class r modulo mi good if 
3M~+t 
(t4) I{k: ke  [Mi+l/Mi] and 6r, i --~rq-kMi,iq-1 ~<e/4}l >~ 4---~/ 
The next lemma is a consequence of the improved Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
was proved in [5]. 
Lemma 3. I f  ~i+l -- (~i < e 3, then the number of good residue classes modulo Mi 
is at least (1 - (e/2))Mi. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since 0 ~< (~i ~ ~i+1 ~ 1 for every i e [£] it follows that there 
is io E [£ - 1] with 3io+l - 3io < e3- Let A' be a set consisting of all good (for Mio) 
residue classes of A having density at least e/2. Lemma 3 yields 
IA'I ~ (1 - e)lA[. 
We show that one can take M = Mio. Suppose there are two residue classes rl and r2 
modulo Mio represented in the set A' such that (rl + r2, Mio) is a squarefree number, 
otherwise we are done. We will count he number of solutions to the equation xl + 
x2 + y = z, where xa, x2 c A, y c {Mi0+a . . . . .  HMio+l}, z is a squarefree integer 
and H = L~J. By definition of A' it follows that 3rl,io > e/2, (~r2,i 0 > e/2 and 
t .  
the residue classes q,  r2 are good. Hence by Lemma 2 and (13), the arithmetic 
progression {ra 4- r2 + Mio . . . . .  rl d- r2 4- (Mio+l/Mio)Mio} contains at least 
Mi0+l 
c 
Mio log log Mio 
squarefree numbers. By (14) it follows that for every residue class of the form 
Mi0+I ( eN h2 rl + r2 + jMio, j c [Mio+l/Mio], there are at least 2-~-/0 , ~ j  pairs a, a' c A 
such that a + a' = rl + r2 + j Mi o (mod Mi0+l). Thus, there are at least 
c Mio log log Mio 2Mio 
pairs a, a' e A satisfying 
(15) a+a'=- - r l+r2+jMio  (rood Mio+l), 
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where j E [Mio+a/Mio] and rl + r2 + jMio is a squarefree integer. Observe that 
if rl ÷ r2 + jMio is squarefree and a, a' fulfils (15) then (a + a', Mi0+l) is also 
N squarefree. Hence, applying once again Lemma 2 to H = [~ J ,  we see the 
number of squarefree integers in the arithmetic progression {a + a ~ + Mi0+l . . . . .  a + 
a' + HMio+l} exceeds cH/loglogMio+l. Therefore the total number of sought 
solutions is at least 
(16) cMio+l Mio+I ( eN .]2 cH (ceN)2H 
Mio loglogMi 0 2Mio \4Mi0+l ] loglogMio+l ) 32M/3 ° loglogMi0+l" 
On the other hand, by Proposition 1 (applied to e = (6CM4Hio)-1 and H = 
/6@M3 J) and (13), the number of solutions is bounded from above by 
NHIAI 
(17) 3C M4ioHi ° . 
By definition of Mi0+l one has 
4 CMi4 Hi 4CM4oHio log(CMioHio )logMio+l < log(CMioHio/2 ) o o <~ 
C2M 8 H 2 
v io io. 
Thus, (17) is at most 
(18) 
3(ceN)2H 
32M/3 ° (log Mi0+I ) 1/8" 
Comparing (16) and (18) we get a contradiction, which completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. [] 
From Theorem 2 we easily derive its Ramsey theory version. Observe that from 
the proof of Theorem 2 it follows that one can assume that a + a' is not a squarefree 
integer for distinct a, a ~ c A to obtain the same assertion. 
Corollary 1. Let r ~ N and A1 U ... U Ak = [N] be an arbitrary partition. Then 
there are i E [k] and distinct numbers a, a r ~ Ai such that a + a ~ is a squarefree 
integer, provided N > N(k). 
Proof. Assume the assertion is not true. We apply Theorem 2 to e = (10k) -1. 
Suppose that A1 . . . . .  Ak, are all partition classes containing at least eN elements 
and put M = Me (Me is defined by (13)). Then for every i 6 [k'] there are sets 
A I c Ai such that IAi \ All < eN and for all a, a ~ ~ A~i (a +a', M) is not a squarefree 
number. We have 
(19) ~_JA I >>. N-N/ IO-N/ IO=O.8N.  
i=1 
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Notice that there are 
(20) 1 17(11)3_3_M ~M ~ >~2 
p2[M 
even residue classes r modulo M such that (r, M) is squarefree. By (19) and (20) it 
follows that for some i 6 [U] there are a, a ~ ~ A~i , a 7~ a r with 
a = a' =- r /2  (mod M), 
so that (a + a ~, M) is a squarefree number, contradicting our assumption. [] 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
We give here a construction of a set with positive density, having no squarefree 
number in sumset, which is not contained in a periodic set (in the sense of 
Theorem 1). This shows that we need to remove asmall exceptional subset o make 
a set periodic, so that one cannot improve Theorem 2. Our example shows also 
that the size of the smallest period depends only on the size of the removed set. 
We construct an infinite set, but taking A fq [n] we obtain a finite set with the same 
properties. 
Let Pi be ith prime and put Pi = {P2i-1, p2i}, i ~> 1. Define 
pEP1 
and 
(21) Ai=[n l ' - Ip2 : fo revery j< i there isprP j suchthatp2 ln ]  
pEPi 
for i > 1. Denote by d the asymptotic density and observe that d(A1) = 1/36 and, 
by (21), 
1 1 1 i -1 (  1 __  
(22)  d (a i )  - (PZi-lPZi) 2 _ _l--IIk~--- --}- p2 ~ l lrPzj-~Pzj~2 ] 
j= l  / "2 j -  1 2j 
for i > 1. We prove that in the sumset of the set 
(23) A=UAi  
i>/1 
there are no squarefree number and without removing a small exceptional subset, 
A is not periodic. Indeed, if a, a' ~ Ai for some i c N then (p2i_lp2i)  2 I (a -}- at). 
If a ~ A i and a t ~ Aj with i < j ,  then there exists p ~ Pi such that p2 I a ~, hence 
p2 I (a + a~). Furthermore, for every M 6 N we can find elements a, a ~ c A such 
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that (a + a:, M) is squarefree. Given small e > 0 we remove R a subset of A with 
upper density at most e such that the remaining part A: = A \ R is periodic. Let 
M 6 N be the smallest period of a set A' ___ A such that d(A') > d(A) - e. Clearly, 
M is a perfect square. If we remove from A the set R = Ui>x Ai, where K is the 
minimum number such that 
d u 
then the set A' has period at most (pa "" P2K) 2, SO that M ~< (Pl "" P2K) 2. On the 
other hand, let K' be the biggest number that (p l " "  PZK') -2 /> 2e. We show that 
2 K t M > I-Ii<~K, Pzi-l" Let 1 ~< i ~< and for a zero-one sequence u = (Ul . . . . .  ui-~) 
define 
B(u) {n(P2i_lP2i)2 H 2_ . } = P /-uj" rt E I 
j<~i-1 
Notice that 
d(B(u)) =(P2i_lP2i) -2 1-[ p-2 2j-uj ' 
j<~i-1 
hence 
d(B( . ) \  R)>~ (P2i-lP2i) -2 I--I p-2 - -  ~d(B( . ) ) .  -- 2j-uj S ) 
j~i-1 
Take any two vectors u and u t such that u = 1 - u:. The density of the set of elements 
of B(u') relatively prime to I-Ij<i-1 p2j-uj is equal to 
(P2i-lP2i)-2 I-I PzZ-l+uj 1-I (1--  1 ))(pl...P2K,)_2>/2e, 
j<.i-1 j<~i-1 P2j-uj 
so that there is a 6 B(u:) \  R such that (a:, l-'Ij<~i--lP2j--uj) = 1, where a' = 
a/(P2i-1P2i) 2. Thus, using similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2, the density 
of the set of squarefree integers in the arithmetic progression 
a', a' + 1-I P2j-uj, a' + 2 1--I P2j-uj . . . .  
j~i-1 j<.i-1 
exceeds 
p l~ I (1 )  1 -~ I-I p-1 >0.6 I-I p-I 2j-uj 2j-uj' 
j<i-1 j<i-1 
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so that there is an integer t E N such that b = t(P2i_lP2i) 2 I - [ j<i- lP2j-uj  E 
B(u) \ R and a t + tI-Ij<i_ 1 pzj-uj is squarefree. Since a + b = (P2i_lP2i)Z(a t ÷ 
t I l j~ i -1  P2j-uj) it follows that p2i_ 1 ] M or p2 i I m.  Finally we have 
- I  2 M ~> P2i-1, 
i <~ Kr 
hence M depends on E. 
By (22) and (23) we see that our construction provides a non-periodic set with 
density 
1 1 1 2 i - l {  1 
3--6 + E (P2i_lP2i)2 l - I  k, ~--T--- ÷ p~ (P2j_-[P2j)2 ]" 
i~>2 j= l  F '2 j -  1 2j 
In the next section we prove that Theorem 2 can be improved for very dense sets, 
namely every set A _ IN] with [A[ >/N/ IO  is periodic (in the sense of Theorem 2). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We assume in this section that [A[ ~ N/IO and N is large. Then by Theorem 2 there 
are A t c A and M c N such that IAtl > 0.099N and for every a, a t 6 A t, (a + a t, M) 
is not a squarefree number. Let M be the smallest positive integer with this property. 
Hence M = l-I~_l p2, where Pi are distinct primes. Put also PM = {pl . . . . .  p~} and 
QM = {q E ZM: (q, M) is not squarefree}. 
Let B be the set of  all residue classes modulo M represented in A'. Clearly we have 
B + B ~ QM and IBI > 0.099M. We apply a classical result of  Kneser [6]. 
Theorem (Kneser). Let A and B be nonempty subsets of an abelian group G. 
Suppose that [A ÷ nl < IAI + IBI - 1, then there is H a subgroup of G such that 
IA+ BI = [A ÷ HI + IB ÷ H I -  IH[. 
First we prove some auxiliary facts. 
Lemma 4. Let H = {0, h . . . . .  (m - 1)h} be a subgroup of ZM, where m = [HI = 
M/h. Suppose that for some g E ZM, g + H c QM. Then there is a prime p E PM 
such that p2 I (g, h). 
Proof. The assertion is obvious i fg  = 0. Assume now that g # 0. Observe that g = 
g + 0 E QM and write g = (Pil "'" Pil)2gt where (gl, M) is squarefree and 1/> 1. Put 
s = g'M/g. Since g + sh ~ QM it follows that some pij, j E[l], p? divides h. [] tj 
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I f4 I M weput Bi -=- {b ~ B: b =- i (mod 4)} and Oi = {q ~ QM: q - i (rood 4)}, 
i = O, 1, 2, 3. Observe that 
1 (1 ~2)M 0.392M, ]QMI=(1--p~epM(1-- -~))M<<, -- < 
[Q01 = M/4 and IQil < 0.048M for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Lemma 5. Suppose that 4 I M, IPMI ~ 3 and Bi 7 & 0, Bj ~ ~, for some i, j E 
{0, 1, 2, 3} satisfying i + j 7~ 0 (rood 4). Then [ Bi l + I Bj I ~< 0.0499M or Bi ~ ri + H 
and Bj c_ r j + H, where H is a subgroup of ZM of  order M/36. 
Proof. At the beginning notice that M ¢ 4, otherwise Bi = ~ or Bj = 0. If ]Bi + 
Bj [ < ]Bi ] + [Bj [ - 1, then by the theorem of Kneser there is a subgroup H = 
{0, h . . . . .  ( IH ] -  1)h}, IH[ > 1 such that 
Bz + Bj = U(g  + H) 
gcl 
for some set I _ ZM. Observe that 4 [ h, otherwise Qi+j does not contain any coset 
of H. Put h = (Pil "'" Pit) 2h', where (h', M) is squarefree and assume 1~> 3. Then 
M M M 
[H[ =-£- <~ 4 .9 .2~ -- 900 
and the theorem of Kneser yields 
so that 
0.048M > IQi+j] >~ IBi + Bj[ >~ IBil + [Bj[ - IHI, 
IBg[ + IBj[ <~ 0.0495M. 
Now suppose that h = 4p2h r, h t > 1, then by Lemma 3, for every g c I we have 
p2 [ g (4 1 g is impossible in view o f /+ j ~ 0 (mod 4)). Therefore 
Bi + Bj c_ {q ~ QM: q -- i + j (mod 4) and p2 I q}, 
and by Kneser's theorem 
M M 
4p 2 >/IBi + BJI >/[Bi[ + IBJl h ' 
so that 
M M 
IBil + IBjl <<. ~ + 4 -~ <<" M/30. 
I fh = 4p 2, then III ---- 1 and by Lemma J, Bi + Bj is a coset of H, so that Bi c_ ri + H 
and Bj c rj + H for some ri, rj. If p > 3 then I Bi [ + I Bj I ~< 0.0499M, if p = 3 we 
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obtain the second part of  the assertion. Finally notice that h ~ 4, otherwise we would 
have i 4- j 4- H cc_ Qi+j, which is impossible. 
I f  I Bi 4- Bj I >1 I Bil + I Bj I - 1 then 
(24) 0.048M > IQi+jl ~ IBi 4- Bjl ~ IBil 4- IBj[ - 1, 
and 
[Bi] + [Bj[ <~ 0.048M + 1. 
Since M ~> 4- 9- 25 = 900, it follows that I Bi I 4- I Bj [ ~ 0.0499M. [] 
Using a very similar argument, as in the proof of  Lemma 4, we show the next 
lemma. 
Lemma 6. Suppose that 4 I M, IPMI ~ 3 and Bi 5~ fJ, for every i c {0, 1, 2, 3}. 
Then IBI ~< 0.0998M. 
Proof. Putting B' = Bo U B2 and B' = B1 U B3 we see that B t + B" c Q1 u Q3. I f  
IB' 4- B']  ~> IB'[ 4- IB'I  - 1 then, in view of IPMI/> 3, one obtains [BI ~< 0.0998M. 
I f  IB' + B' I  < [Btl + [B'I - 1, by Kneser's theorem it follows that there is a proper 
subgroup H = {0, h . . . . .  (IHI - 1)h} and a set I _ ZM with B r + B" = Ug~1(g + 
H). We observe again that 4 1 h and if h = (Pil "'" Pit) 2ht >/900 we are done. We 
can assume that h = 4p2hq I f  h ~ > 1 we get 
M M 
~> IBI = IB 1 4- B ' I /> IB'I + ]B'I - 4p2h----- 7, 2p 2 
so that IBI ~< 0.0998M. I fh  = 4p 2, then lit = 1, hence B' and B" are cosets o f  H, 
which is clearly impossible. [] 
Lemma 7. I fM  = 4p 2 then IBt <. M/12. 
Proof. Observe that for every i 6 {1, 2, 3}, I Qil = 1. Therefore if at least two of  
sets Bi are nonempty, then I Bi I = 1 or 0 for every i. Suppose Bi 7 ~ 0 for all i, then 
4~< IBI ~< IB-I-B[ <~ IQMI =4,  
so that B is a subgroup of ZM, which contradicts the minimality of  M. I f  two or 
three among sets Bi are nonempty, then we have IBI ~< 3 ~< M/12. Finally assume 
that there is exactly one index i such that Bi ~ ~. By minimality of  M it follows 
that i = 1 or 3, so that IBI ~< 1 < M/12. [] 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 1. We consider two main cases. 
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Case 1.4 does not divide M. Then 
(25) IQM]=(1-p lTpM(1- -~) )M<(1-p l - J4 (1 - -~) )M 
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~< (1 - ~5)M < 0.19M. 
Suppose IB + B] < 21BI - 1, then by the theorem of Kneser, there is a subgroup H 
of ZM, [HI = m > 1, and a subset I __c Z M such that 
B + B = U(g  + H). 
gel 
By Lemma 3, for every g 6 I we have p2 I (g, h) for some p c PM. This implies 
that for every b, b' ~ B, (b ÷ b', h) is not squarefree, but h < M. This contradicts 
the minimality of M. Thus, we can assume that IB + BI >/21B[ - 1. Therefore 
by (25) 
0.19M > IQMI >1 IB ÷ BI >~ 21BI - 1, 
so that 
1 
IBI ~ 0.095M + - .  
2 
Hence M ~< 125. There are only four possibilities M = p2, where p = 3, 5, 7, 11 
and it is immediate to check that the only set A ~ satisfying our assumptions consists 
of integers divisible by 9. 
Case 2. 4 divides M. If M = 4, then clearly B = B0 = {0} or B = B2 = {2}. By 
Lemma 6 we can exclude the case I PMI = 2. 
Now assume that [PMI /> 3. If only one set Bii is nonempty, then by minimality 
of M we infer that il ¢ {0, 2} and by Lemma 4 we get a contradiction IBI = IBol ~< 
M/36. 
If two sets nil, Bi2 are nonempty, then il ÷ i2 ~ 0 (mod 4) or il + il ~ 0 ( rood 4) 
and i2 + i2 ~ 0 (mod 4). In both cases applying again Lemma 4 one obtains lBI ~< 
0.0998M, which contradicts our assumption. 
If three sets Bq, Bi2, Bi3 are nonempty, then we can find two pairs, say (il, i2) and 
(i2, i3) such that il ÷ i2 ~ 0 (rood 4) and i2 ÷ i3 ~ 0 (mod 4). Hence by Lemma 4 
we have 
I BI = (I Bil I + I Bi21) ÷ (I Bi2 [ ÷ [Bi31) - I Bi21 ~< 0.0998M. 
This is again a contradiction. 
Finally suppose that all sets Bi are not empty. By Lemma 5 we infer that I B[ <~ 
0.0998M, which again contradicts our assumption. 
In order to finish the proof of Theorem 1 it is enough to show that A = A ~. 
From the above considerations we know that A ~ ___ N'0,4 or A ~ _ N'2,4 or A' c N'o,9. 
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Suppose that a 6 A \ A', then a + A' is a subset of  an arithmetic progression 
A' _ YV//,4, where i ~ 0 (mod 4) or A' _ N'j,9, where j ~ 0 (mod 9). But the 
number of  not squarefree integers in such progression does not exceed 
l l ( l _ i~ ip  ( 1 )  1 )  ~-~\ 1 -~ -~ N<0.06N,  
for N sufficiently large. Thus, we have 
N 
[a[ = IA'[ + ]a \ a'[  ~< 0.06N + sN <~ i-1' 
which contradicts our assumption. Finally A = A t and the proof of  Theorem 1 is 
completed. 
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